
We have quoted a lot of different research in episode one of

Which? Investigates, so if you want to do any more reading here are
the links to all the articles we came across while doing our investigation.

Journalist Robert Lucky tells of a bugged typewriter, where “a solid aluminum bar, part of the
structural support of the typewriter, had been replaced with one that looked identical”.

https://spectrum.ieee.org/the-crazy-story-of-how-soviet-russia-bugged-an-american-embassys-typewriters#toggle
-gdpr

In 1956 a special agent, disguised as a telephone technician, gained entry to the Egyptian Embassy
in London and installed a hidden microphone. It’s no coincidence that shortly after, Britain
launched an attack on Egypt in what became known as the Suez Crisis.
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2017/05/22/donald-trump-russia-soviet-union-spying-congress-bug-21
5174/

And of course, across the pond, Presidents were signing off on countless surveillance missions… In
the 1970s President Richard Nixon’s administration bugged almost every U.S government
department, including the oval office itself! Remember Watergate anyone...
https://www.wired.com/2011/07/found-the-last-bugs-of-the-nixon-white-house/

According to research done this year by Ampere Analysis, over half of UK homes with an internet
connection now have a smart speaker with a voice assistant device… a higher percentage than
the US in fact!
https://www.digitaltveurope.com/2021/06/08/voice-assistants-in-more-than-half-of-uk-homes/

According to research carried out in April this year by energy comparison website USwitch, the
pandemic saw British consumers spend a whopping 33 billion pounds on smart gadgets.
https://www.cityam.com/pandemic-pushes-brits-to-spend-33bn-on-smart-tech-but-only-a-third-say-it-has-made-li
fe-easier/

I don’t know about you but whenever I use one I feel like I’m living in the future,
but the history of voice assistant technology goes back many decades…
https://voicebot.ai/2018/03/28/timeline-voice-assistant-smart-speaker-technology-1961-today
/

And if you’re wondering how many words Amazon’s Alexa now understands, it's
tens of thousands of words in nine different languages.
https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/develop-skills-in-multiple-lang
uages.html

In the 1990s Microsoft brought users a different type of assistant… not a physical one but a digital
one… Clippy!
https://voicebot.ai/2016/11/03/nymag-microsofts-clippy-changed-world/

I’ve got multiple Amazon Echos around the house so I’m going to go to
amazon.co.uk/alexaprivacysettings then Review Voice History
https://uk.pcmag.com/smart-home/135121/how-to-review-and-delete-your-alexa-history

In a 2020 paper entitled ‘Unacceptable, where is my privacy?’ researchers at Ruhr University in
Bochum, Germany, analysed something they called accidental triggers, i.e. sounds that should not
have triggered the voice assistant to start transmitting and likely recording, but did.
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2008.00508.pdf
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On Amazon’s own information page, entitled, ‘Is Alexa Recording’, they say QUOTE “On some
occasions Alexa may accidentally wake up when the wake word wasn’t spoken, but your Echo
device thought it was.
https://www.amazon.co.uk/b?ie=UTF8&node=21695435031

The worry then is what could be inadvertently recorded after an accidental trigger, and
this is something we’ve tested here at Which?.
https://magazine.which.co.uk/d80cf2727f5ccd492664a92e6db556b0/5a9d72aab2ed5839ec651f0ed
b134e80

In March this year the EU published privacy guidelines designed to help resolve the
issue. In their report they said manufacturers should keep users informed about what
data has been stored, and even suggests using technical solutions like noise filters to
stop accidental awakenings.
https://edpb.europa.eu/system/files/2021-07/edpb_guidelines_202102_on_vva_v2.0_adopted_en.pdf

Even MORE worrying was a report I read on news site Bloomberg from 2019. They confirmed what
we’ve just heard… that humans are sometimes listening to improve these devices’ speech
recognition technology… but they also revealed that some of the reviewers said they’d shared some
of the funnier clips with one another in an internal chat room...
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-47893082

In a report released by US consumer group ‘Consumer Watchdog’, they explained how they’d
examined future patent applications by Amazon & Google which they say prove future versions of
their smart-assistants could use our data to try and sell us products.
https://www.consumerwatchdog.org/privacy-technology/how-google-and-amazon-are-spying-you

For example, Article 21 of the 2018 Data Protection Act allows you to make a request to an
organisation to stop processing your data for the purposes of direct marketing. There’s a really
useful guide on how to do this on the Which? website - I’ll put a link to that in the show notes
https://www.which.co.uk/consumer-rights/advice/can-i-stop-companies-from-using-my-data-a3Nt53C4nED5
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